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Though dinosaurs no longer exist, their past continue to provide clues to the future. This book

describes some of these magnificent beasts, with strong emphasis on their flight capability. The use

of images is a great touch to making the book highly appealing to children of all ages. Buy a copy of

this book today!
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This book has lots of colorful pictures. There are also a lot of interesting facts. However, oddly, it

does not answer its question in the title, which is "Do Dinosaurs Fly?" The only page that even

mentions flying is the page about pterodactyls in which we learn that the pterodactyl was not a flying

dinosaur at all but actually a flying reptile. It's a cute book for a child to look at but it doesn't answer

its title question which is just odd to me. Also, the book just abruptly ends. There is no ending or

concluding paragraph. They should rename the title to something like "All About Dinosaurs" and

finish it with some type of conclusion.I received this product at a free or reduced price in exchange

for my honest and unbiased review.



I ordered this Kindle book to read with my 6-year-old nephew. It offers a quick look at several

dinosaurs with very nice pictures that sparked my nephewÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s imagination and he

decided to illustrate one of the pictures himself, on his Relay for Life Luminary he was working on

when he last visited, which turned out very nice. IÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢m always happy for books that

spark a childÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s imagination and interest. He enjoyed learning about the dinosaurs

AND he enjoyed the pictures very much as well. ItÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s just a very short book. I

kind-of left him wanting a little more, but this is a good starter book, perhaps to get their interest. The

facts are great as well. Overall, we really enjoyed this book and we will surely be revisiting it again

on his next visit. It was a great choice for my nephew and for any other young child who is

interested in dinosaurs.

Adding my review of Do Dinosaurs Fly? Prehistoric Animal learning for kids of all ages as an ebook,

so bare with me. I downloaded this instantly from  after purchase, to my cell phone to use with my

free kindle app on phone. Unfortunately, my actual Kindle Fire was having difficulties and I could not

download to it. So my review is based on using a Samsung Galaxy S5 phone screen.First, the title

should be, "DID" dinosaurs fly, and more importantly, the book should contain an answer to the title

question, right? Well, it does not. There's only one page on one dinosaur that flew, and the book

even states, they were not considered dinosaurs, so, back to the question? This book fails to

provide that answer.The text in this book flows better than other books by Baby Professor. It seems

well edited and is easy to read for children of all ages. The reader can follow what the book is

relaying quite well. There are small paragraphs on each page giving some information about

dinosaurs that are easy to understand.The pictures are good, most are illustrations, some may be

computer generated, either way, they look nice. The pictures link the text to each subject. The

dinosaurs are detailed nicely.Overall, this is a nice book on dinosaurs. They could use a title

change, but otherwise, it contains information and pictures any dinosaur lover would enjoy!I

received this ebook for free or a discounted price to offer my honest opinion concerning this ebook.

My review is based on my personal trial of this ebook. I understand the importance of an honest

review to help other consumers make an educated purchase. I hope you have found my review

helpful.

So, I asked my 3 year old if dinosaurs can fly and he replied yes. But we discovered that those that

can fly are actually called flying reptiles. It is a good ebook. I gave it 4 stars only because it did not

include info, mostly pictures without names of the dinos. It would be great to include the names,



cause my kid was asking about them and I did not know. This Ebook took a second to download on

my iPhone. Super fast. Plus, the shipping is always free with prime. Pretty addictive too I must say!

:-) What I also like is reading reviews. I rely heavily on reviews and many times don't purchase items

with bad reviews. And when I receive items I make sure to review them as well and even take

pictures when I have time. Not all the products I buy is of a great quality and i write everything I think

to let the seller and the customer know about imperfections.I bought this wonderful ebook for free in

exchange for my honest review. I like this ebook. I left a honest review as I think it would not be

good to let people spend their money for a crappy cheap ebook and waste money. I am enjoying my

gift and I am giving you my word that the product is of a great quality. Since I've been reviewing a

few products for a discount lately, I have come to realize that these new or smaller sellers have

some really great products! What they need are some honest reviews to make sure you'll give them

a chance. I think if you'll look around at the reviews while you're shopping. If you need more info,

feel free to post comments. Give it a try, I don't think you will regret! Plus, I think it would be a good

gift for children. Thanks for reading and good luck!
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